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call of duty®: black ops iii is the next chapter of the call of duty®: black ops saga and will be
available for the ps4® computer entertainment system, xbox one, the all-in-one games and

entertainment system from microsoft, and the pc. want to get involved in call of duty black ops iii
multiplayer? if so, you can buy an account for black ops iii for $9.99. as always, if you have

questions, feel free to leave them in the comments section below. in the game’s latest black ops
cold war dlc pack, rush, players will face a new type of leader that is quick to hunt them down and

slice them up if they get too close. these attackers, called the vigilantes, will disguise themselves in
regular-looking equipment and attack players with melee attacks or with a variety of bladed

weapons. black ops cold war’s latest map, strike, is set on the back side of a tiny tropical island
called iten. it is a full-fledged third-person shooter map, full of features that are sure to create a

memorable experience for cod players of all skill levels. from the south side of the map, players can
see the skyscraper-like ruins of nuketown, a once-storied u.s. outpost that was the target of

terrorist attack in the game’s first black ops dlc, blackout. offering a mix of large-scale, third-person
combat with all the extra details and action from a typical call of duty map, strike allows players to

take in a wide array of gameplay styles and player builds. on top of offering a diverse set of attacks,
players will find lots of ways to take out the opposition and go for a headshot. the second player,

who is able to use all the map’s features and weapons, will need to keep an eye out for hiding
vigilantes.
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set around the russian
village of krosno, black

market brings its own unique
combat to the game. the

map is a large-scale, third-
person shooter map, with a
mix of futuristic and classic

call of duty elements. in
addition to the main

objectives, players will be
able to find additional

objectives that will require
them to use their own
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ingenuity and skills to
complete. a new map is

coming to black ops cold war
in the form of nightfall.
players will be able to
choose between the

standard objective-based
combat gameplay, or the

team deathmatch combat.
nightfall takes place in a

large, indoor facility called
the facility. an extensive
series of buildings, the

facility is home to a variety
of combatant units. walking
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into nightfall, players will be
able to see groups of black
ops agents running through

the facility in order to
protect their objectives. from
the outset, players will find

their first objective to be the
security office. in the

security office, players will
be able to find keys that will
unlock the secure door that

is in front of them. once
unlocked, players will be

able to use the office’s own
elevator to descend to the
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sub-level. in addition to a
new season pass, treyarch is

once again offering a few
fun incentives with season

passes. for the first time, it’s
also offering a free season

pass with purchase of a
battle pass, a year-long

experience with a variety of
rewards to unlock

throughout the season.
battle passes can be

purchased with ps4, xbox
one, and pc copies of call of

duty: black ops 4. the
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season pass also includes a
bunch of free content for

players. there are two new
maps for multiplayer, and
four for blackout, the new

call of duty: black ops arena
mode. both playstation 4
and xbox one players will

receive both the multiplayer
and blackout map packs on
day one of the season pass,
with pc players getting the
blackout map packs later.
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